SHP ANTI-THEFT BAG WITH ALARM
Functions
This rugged shoulder bag from ballistic nylon provides the following
three types of protection:
1. Against theft/attack with the siren alarm
2. Against hacking and scanning the data it contains

The 120 dB siren protection can be triggered for a fraction of a second by
pulling the pin from the siren located on the shoulder strap. The zippered
pocket to the left of the 3 card slots is made of RFID-blocking material,
thus preventing hackers from stealing the data contained in chip cards or
passports using remotely controlled methods. The shoulder strap has a
built-in steel cable making it impossible to cut through the strap

3. Against theft thanks to the slash-proof shoulder strap

Description
Figure 1 – Front View
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1. Bag handle
2. Cut-resistant shoulder strap
3. Safety siren
4. Lanyard for keys
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5. Pocket for storing small water bottle (0.33 l)
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Figure 2 – Inside Pocket
6. Flap with double locking system:
zipper and scratch tape
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7. 1 RFID-blocking zippered pocket
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8. 3 card slots
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9. 1 small pen holder
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Figure 3 – Safety Siren
10. Cord on the pin
to activate the alarm

Activate and deactivate the alarm
Pull the cord on the safety siren pin
to activate the alarm.

To stop the alarm,
push the pin back into the small hole
of the safety siren.

Pro-Idee Article number: 224360
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Batteries required for safety siren:
1 x 23A button cell battery of 1.2 V.

How to change the battery:
1. Remove the battery compartment on the back of the safety siren.
Loosen the two screws and remove the battery compartment.
2. Install the 1 x 23A button cell battery in the battery compartment
and make sure the positive (+) and negative (-) poles are correct.
3. Close the battery compartment (string of pin facing down)

Importer:
SUPERHOTPAD UG (haftungsbeschränkt)
sourcing - trading - matching
Bergstraße 6, 96352 Wilhelmsthal, Germany

